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ARTSail aboard The Impossible Dream By Betty Milonas, contributor 
ARTSail, an art-science residency program hosted by ArtCenter/South Florida in partnership with The Patricia 
and Phillip Frost Museum of Science, promotes the relationship between environment, science, and art by 
inviting artists aboard a roaming sea vessel to create work inspired by Miami’s coastline and waterways. 
Independent curator Ombretta Agrò Andruff is the Program Director of this new residency, and invited Mark 
Lee Koven as ARTSail’s first resident. We talked with Andruff and Koven about this uniquely situated 
program: 

  
ARTSail curator Ombretta Angrò Andruff and resident Mark Lee Koven. 
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Betty Milonas, SciArt Magazine: The ARTSail program started in South Florida as an initiative to explore the 
relationship between science, environment, and art.  Can you explain the development of ARTSail?   
 
Ombretta Agrò Andruff: ARTSail was born out of my desire to encourage a deeper connection between the 
artistic community and the many bodies of water surrounding Miami, and to explore and address the challenges 
South Florida is facing because of climate change and water pollution. We applied to the Knight Foundation 
Arts Challenge grant twice, and in 2015 received a $40,000 grant for a residency and research program which 
also involved a collaboration with the Philip and Patricia Frost Museum of Science. The program allows 
residents to spend between 4 and 6 weeks in Miami, on land and on board of vessels, while having access to the 
Frost Science Museum’s scientists and research facilities to develop new ideas or pursue existing research.   
 
BM: Looking at the first ARTSail residency, how are artists and scientists working together to educate the 
community about environmental and climate change issues? 
 
OAA: Our goal was always to stimulate a dialogue between the art and the scientific communities, and extend it 
to Miami-based communities at large to discuss climate change and how it is impacting the local environment. 
We don’t have the presumption to offer solutions, however we do share the goal to get people talking, to ask 
questions about the changes in the natural environment that surrounds us all, and hopefully offer the knowledge 
and tools to make informed decisions as to how each one of us can and should do his/her own part to combat 
climate change. Since we’ve only had one resident so far it may be too early to determine the impact our 
program is having, but what I can say is that there is a palpable enthusiasm and interest both from the artistic 
community and that of the scientists and environmental activists we have been speaking with. Each residency 
will have a public outreach component, be it in a form of a talk or panel discussion, a workshop, or a 
performance, and this will help us to connect with the public at large. 
 
Mark Lee Koven: For me, this innovative residency gets at the heart of my own goals on furthering the reach of 
art so that it can play a functional role in educating communities, and influence scientists and local officials to 
shape policies in response to the effect of global climate change. The work I am creating onboard ARTSail is 



intended to motivate the general public to help stem the tide of global climate change. This allows people to feel 
they can accomplish something and help on a personal level, rather than feeling overwhelmed and powerless. 
Through projects like this, I hope people will be motivated to change their everyday behavior in considering 
how climate change will impact their own home and their future. My hopes are that this will lead to policy 
changes and how we approach everything from conservation, environment and nature to development, pollution 
and energy production, and to help focus attention on elements in our current accepted way of life. 
 
BM: Taking One’s Temperature, Mark Lee Koven's residency project, is an interactive and participatory 
installation that looks at climate change. Can you talk about the project?  
 
OAA: We all knew that ARTSail would be a very unique type of residency, with each resident having specific 
needs that would require a great amount of flexibility and the ability to quickly adapt to unforeseen 
circumstances. Previously, Mark lived and worked for several years in Miami, and we knew his familiarity with 
the city and the surrounding waters would be a great asset. In addition, his long-time interest in connecting art 
and science within his own practice, and through other endeavors he pursued at Utah State University clearly 
made him the perfect candidate for ARTSail. When he presented his project Taking One’s Temperature and 
expressed his interest in bringing it to Miami we all agreed that he should become our first resident. 
 
The time we shared together on The Impossible Dream, the 60-foot catamaran that hosted part of his residency, 
was exhausting and exhilarating. Even though we were not able to cover all the ground we hoped to cover 
because of challenging weather conditions, we managed to accomplish a lot. Spending time with Mark, both on 
land and on the water, made me all the more conscious of the challenges that this type of residency will present 
to us, and of the rewards we will all receive from the hard work of all those involved.   
 
MLK: The travelling project Taking One’s Temperature focuses on the direct effects of climate change on the 
South Florida region and the Florida Keys. The regional content will be used in a seven meter portable 
planetarium dome experienced in a 360-degree surround sound and video format. The installation is expected to 
occur in the spring or summer of 2017. The project is currently in the final/production phase, and is actively 
collecting video content that ranges from reefs in the Florida Keys to canals on Miami beach captured in 4k-
video. Locals are also being interviewed for the anecdotal content of the noticed changes that have occurred in 
the South Florida region. 
 
BM: What’s next for ARTSail? 
 
OAA: My goal is now to raise more funds to ensure the survival of ARTSail beyond 2017 and enable some of 
the applicants we were not able to select this time around to participate in the future. ARTSail had an 
overwhelming response to the open call we published at the beginning of last year. We received 190+ 
submissions from 40 countries throughout the six continents for our second round. I was impressed by the 
amount of thought-provoking proposals we received which made selecting only two winners a very tough job.  
 
The two winners of the open call are Spanish curator Blanca de la Torre and British artist Simon Faithfull who 
will come to Miami in the summer. Blanca de la Torre has been interested in investigating the impact of climate 
change on a more socio-economic level, so I will expect her to spend more time speaking to local communities, 
and perhaps less on the water.   
 
Simon Faithfull has already expressed his interest in the Everglades National Park, and he will come to Miami 
for about 10 days in early August to meet with our team and do some site-surveys and then again for most of the 
month of January 2018 during which we plan to explore the park while camping and kayaking. In early August, 
the two residents will overlap for about a week and we are planning a panel discussion and possibly a workshop 
while they are both in town. 
 
Nowadays, grassroots initiatives such as ARTSail are more important than ever to raise awareness and mobilize 
the people at local as well as national and international levels. I can see ARTSail expand beyond Miami - 
essentially any costal community, anywhere in the world, could become the host of an ARTSail residency. 
There are so many worthy organizations out there we could collaborate with, it is going to be an exciting ride!  


